Timely and accurate diagnoses of metastatic cancer have proven to be the single greatest influencer of positive therapeutic outcomes, improving 5-year survival rates by more than 10%; thus, more sensitive methods for detecting cancer spread are of significant clinical interest.[@r1]^,^[@r2] The current standard for identifying metastases in breast cancer (and a number of other cancers) is through pathological assessment of sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) tissues. Typically, excised lymph nodes located during tumor resection surgery are cut to 2-mm-thick sections, processed, and stained with hemotoxylin and eosin for pathology reading (total process takes 24 h with pathologist read time of 1 to 2 min).[@r3]^,^[@r4] While this yields an analysis of only 1% of the lymph node volume, there is evidence that only macrometastases (cancer cell clusters of greater than 2 mm in diameter) have clinical relevance.[@r1]^,^[@r5]^,^[@r6] Yet, other works have indicated that micrometastases (0.2 to 2 mm in diameter) also have clinical relevance.[@r7]^,^[@r8] For more rapid assessments, frozen section pathology has become widely adopted,[@r4] yet sensitivity and specificity have been reported to be variable from institute to institute,[@r4]^,^[@r6] and 2-mm node sectioning only ensures detection of macrometastases. Micrometastasis detection could be ensured by sectioning nodes at 0.2 mm; however, this would make pathologist reading time go from 1 to 2 min to 10 to 20 min. A more accurate and rapid method to detect both micro- and macrometastases could help overcome these challenges.

Optical projection tomography (OPT) offers a potential solution for rapid, whole sample evaluation. As demonstrated by Kokolakis et al.,[@r9] optical computed tomography was used to successfully distinguish between malignant and benign lesions in skin biopsies, as well as the extent of invasion, prior to histology through evaluation of reconstructed total attenuation coefficient maps. OPT along with fluorescence (emission-OPT) has been used extensively to provide three-dimensional (3-D) visualization of mesoscopic-sized samples with microscopic resolution. For instance, imaging of individual islets, microvasculature, and gene expression from whole rodent organs, embryos, and xenograft tumors were achieved;[@r10][@r11]^--^[@r12] fluorescence lifetime imaging with OPT enabled functional imaging of biological samples;[@r13]^,^[@r14] and to push the limits of resolution further, methods of light sheet microscopy, such as selective plane illumination microscopy, have been combined with OPT.[@r15][@r16]^--^[@r17] Such techniques have even been used in *ex vivo* lymph node samples to visualize vascular networks and quantify cellularity.[@r17]^,^[@r18] All of these works, however, require the sample to be optically cleared, a process which is both time and labor intensive.[@r19] To combat this, methods of mesoscopic fluorescence tomography make use of mathematical models of photon propagation or other computational techniques to permit imaging of nontransparent samples.[@r20][@r21]^--^[@r22] While these have demonstrated an ability to achieve necessary levels of spatial resolution, performance relies heavily on accurate modeling that can make image reconstruction computationally expensive. Alternatively, scatter rejection methods in the time [@r23]^,^[@r24] and angular domains[@r25] yield lower photon budgets but have the potential to be effective with very low-cost instrumentation and simple filtered-backprojection (FBP) for image reconstruction. In time-domain rejection, only the earliest arriving photons, through optical or electronic gating, are measured. On the other hand, in angular-domain rejection, only the straightest traveling photons, by restricting the detector's acceptance angle, are measured. Since there is a trade-off between the level of scatter rejection and measured number of photons, the amount of spatial resolution enhancement and manner in which it is achieved (time or angle restriction) depends on the application. Specifically, for objects with the size and optical properties of lymph nodes, it has been demonstrated, in absorption-based OPT simulation study, that angular restriction with a numerical aperture (NA) = 0.005 is sufficient to detect and localize 0.2-mm-diameter objects.[@r26] While small NA is common in standard OPT to maximize depth of field, the level required for scatter rejection as demonstrated in the aforementioned study is an order of magnitude lower than what is typically used. Using the time-resolved lymph node transmittance optical property measurements and OPT system optimization (e.g., NA and associated optical components) with Monte Carlo simulation in the work done by Sinha et al.,[@r26] a fluorescence-based simulation study was conducted where it was demonstrated that up to 100% detectability and 95% localization of 0.2-mm micrometastases in 10-mm-diameter nodes could be achieved with FBP reconstruction.[@r27] These predictions were generated from a system configuration with expanded beam illumination, no time restriction, a detection ${NA} = 0.005$, and clinically feasible levels of fluorescence contrast (100 nM); therefore, verifying the potential for implementation of a simple, low-cost, and relatively quick system with the ability to detect and localize the smallest clinically significant metastases. The work presented here capitalizes on this finding for the development of a lymph node imaging protocol using angular restriction fluorescence OPT. In conjunction with this, we have been developing paired-agent strategies for microscopic sensitivity to cancer cells in lymph nodes both *in vivo*[@r28] and *ex vivo*; however, its details are outside the scope of this paper.

To demonstrate the advantage of scatter rejection in the angular domain for lymph node applications, fluorescence imaging was done on various porcine tissues using no restriction (${NA} = 0.1333$) and strict angular restriction (${NA} = 0.005$). Approximately 0.2-mm-diameter fluorescent agarose inclusions composed of IRDye 800CW (LI-COR Biosciences) were embedded as accurately as possible in the center of similar sized ($\sim 1\text{-}{cm}$ thick) lymph node, muscle, and fat tissues. The samples were suspended in transparent 1% agarose gel and placed on a motorized rotation stage for imaging on the in-house made angular restricted OPT system \[schematic shown in [Fig. 1(a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\]. A 780-nm laser (FPL-02RFF1 Calmar Laser, Medocino, Palo Alto, California) was passed through a 10-nm-bandpass excitation filter (Chroma Technology, Rockingham, Vermont) and expanded using a Keplerian lens system \[25- and 300-mm focal length lens (all lenses from ThorLabs, Newton, New Jersey)\] to a beam waist of 2.4 cm, to illuminate the whole surface of the tissue from one direction. Fluorescent light exiting the sample was collected directly opposite the illumination using a telecentric lens system (100- to 25-mm focal length lens) to focus down the light through an aperture before reaching the camera (sCMOS; Quantalux, ThorLabs). A continuously variable iris diaphragm (CP20S, ThorLabs) served as an aperture to restrict detection NA and was positioned between the lenses, at the focal length of each yielding an ${NA} = 0.133$ for no restriction or ${NA} = 0.005$ for strict restriction. Emission light was filtered using a 45-nm notch filter centered at 780 nm (Chroma Technology). Camera exposure time was set to 1 s for images with no restriction and 5 s when strict restriction was implemented. All raw fluorescence signals in each setup were scaled independently and thresholded for visualization purposes such that 90% of the fluorescence range above the background is shown.

![(a) System schematic. (b) Experimental protocol.](JBO-024-110501-g001){#f1}

Results for each of the different tissue types using no angular restriction and strict angular restriction are presented in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. It can be seen that with a completely open iris diaphragm, the fluorescent signal was more diffuse than when scatter rejection was employed with a closed iris. [Figures 2(c)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, [2(f)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, and [2(i)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} compare fluorescence intensity line profile plots for each system configuration (no versus strict angular restrictions) in lymph node tissue, fat tissue, and muscle tissue, respectively. Profiles were calculated as the average of 100 rows at 0 deg, 45 deg, 90 deg, and 125 deg across each image, for a total of four measurements (only the 0-deg profiles are plotted in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}); mean values of full width at half maximum (FWHM) ± standard deviation are summarized in [Table 1](#t001){ref-type="table"}. Lymph node tissue presented the greatest decrease ($1.6 \times$) in FWHM when going from ${NA} = 0.133$ to 0.005, muscle tissue was least impacted ($1.2 \times$ decrease), and fat fell between the two, with a $1.4 \times$ improvement. The results were consistent with what was expected based on tissue optical properties, namely scattering; where compared to soft tissue-like muscle and fat, lymph nodes are much lower scattering in nature ($\mu_{s} = 43\text{  }{cm}^{- 1}$, $g = 0.92$, $\mu_{s}^{\prime} = 3.37\text{  }{cm}^{- 1}$ at 780 nm[@r26]). Reported values for piglet muscle are $\mu_{s} = 239\text{  }{cm}^{- 1}$, $g = 0.732$, $\mu_{s}^{\prime} = 62.1\text{  }{cm}^{- 1}$ and $\mu_{s} = 179\text{  }{cm}^{- 1}$, $g = 0.858$, $\mu_{s}^{\prime} = 24.7\text{  }{cm}^{- 1}$ measured at 630 and 632.8 nm, respectively.[@r29] Human subcutaneous adipose tissue, meanwhile, had reduced scattering coefficients between 11.3 and $21.1\text{  }{cm}^{- 1}$ at 780 nm.[@r29] The anisotropy factor was not provided; however, using the average value for biological tissue ($g = 0.9$), an estimated average of $\mu_{s} = 162\text{  }{cm}^{- 1}$ could be deduced. Overall, an inverse relationship was found between scattering properties and resolution improvement with angular restriction; that is, as scattering increased, the difference in FWHM with and without angular restriction decreased. Muscle tissue revealed relatively similar results with and without scatter rejection, which can be attributed to its high "scattering power"---a parameter used to characterize the reduced scattering coefficient, $\mu_{s}^{\prime}$, in Jacques' in-depth review of biological tissue optical properties.[@r30] In fact, muscle had reported a 2.7 times greater scattering power than fatty tissue. Fat, which had intermediate scattering properties, therefore showed improvements between that of lymph nodes and muscle. These findings support the conclusions of the previous simulation study[@r26] in that angle restriction is an appropriate scatter rejection method specifically for lymph node applications because of its mesoscopic size and low scattering optical properties. While the resolution is obviously not sufficient to localize the $200\text{-}\mu m$ inclusions from these single projections, based on the aforementioned simulation,[@r27] it is expected that, upon tomography and reconstruction, they would be detected and localized with ease.

![Porcine tissues (top row, lymph node; middle row, fat; and bottom row, muscle) embedded with a fluorescent inclusion. Tissues are ordered to represent expected levels of optical scattering increasing from top to bottom. Columns display: false-colored fluorescence images from a single tomographic view using (a), (d), (g) no angular restriction (${NA} = 0.133$); (b), (e), (h) strict angular restriction (${NA} = 0.005$). (c), (f), (i) Corresponding line profiles of normalized signal intensity. Tissue structures are outlined in white and scale bars are all 2 mm. Dashed lines indicate the center of 100 averaged rows of the intensity profiles plotted for zero and strict constriction in blue and red, respectively.](JBO-024-110501-g002){#f2}

###### 

Values of FWHM of fluorescence intensity profiles for tissues with a fluorescent inclusion.

  Tissue       FHWM (mm)         
  ------------ ----------------- -----------------
  Lymph node   $4.21 \pm 0.16$   $2.67 \pm 0.22$
  Fat          $5.02 \pm 0.45$   $3.78 \pm 1.70$
  Muscle       $3.79 \pm 0.67$   $3.22 \pm 0.50$

To test this, experiments were conducted with a porcine lymph node metastases model \[[Fig. 1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\]. A human breast cancer cell line (MDA-MB-231) with known elevated expression of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) was transfected with green fluorescent protein (GFP) and grown in 3-D cell culture so that cells could form spheroids to mimic the architecture of metastases. The spheroids were allowed to grow to a diameter of $\sim 200\text{  }\mu m$. They were then stained for 60 min with a 100-nM solution of targeted fluorescent dye \[IRDye 800DX-labeled cetuximab (an anti-EGFR antibody)\] and rinsed with phosphate-buffered saline for 5 min before being implanted in two spots of lymph nodes excised from fresh porcine neck tissue acquired from a local butcher ($n = 7$). Inclusions were placed more superficially for whole node wide-field fluorescence imaging (Pearl, LI-COR, Lincoln, Nebraska) to verify successful implantation.

The same imaging procedure described above was carried out, except only strict restriction was applied (${NA} = 0.005$) and tomography was employed by capturing images in 5-deg intervals over 360 deg for a total of 72 tomographic views. The same collection range was applied for absorption images (no fluorescence filter). Reconstruction was done on both (fluorescence and absorption) data sets using FBP to create 3-D fluorescence maps of the micromets and to recreate the node volume for structural context. Two-dimensional (2-D) slices at the height of detected cells were also reconstructed. Following imaging, the samples were frozen-sectioned in OCT at $200\text{-}\mu m$-thick slices and imaged on a commercial wide-field fluorescence imaging system for comparison to reconstructed slices (Pearl Imager, LI-COR Biosciences) and on a fluorescent microscope (Axiovert, Zeiss) to validate the presence of cancer cells.

Results of two representative lymph nodes shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate the ability of the in-house developed system to detect and localize 0.2-mm-diameter micrometastases in $\sim 1\text{-}{cm}$-diameter lymph nodes. The absorption images with overlaid fluorescence from a single tomographic view provided visualization of the two micrometastases in each of the nodes \[[Figs. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [3(h)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\]; and 2-D FBP reconstructed slices at the heights of where the fluorescent hot spots were revealed in whole node images verified their presence \[[Figs. 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, [3(e)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, [3(i)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, and [3(l)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\]. This was confirmed in both the fluorescent wide-field \[[Figs. 3(c)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, [3(f)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, [3(j)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, and [3(m)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\] and microscopy images \[[Figs. 3(d)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, [3(g)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, [3(k)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, and [3(n)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\] of physically sliced sections matching those that were reconstructed. Since both micrometastases were detected for all samples (and with relative ease), the predicted 100% detectability from simulation was supported. More rigorous experimental validation through quantitative performance metrics will be applied in future work; however, the qualitative analysis presented here suggests positive localization capabilities. The fluorescence microscopy images showed that the measured fluorescent signal was indeed from the GFP-labeled cancer cells. Note that background signal in the microscopy images can be attributed to autofluorescence in the GFP channel (517-nm emission peak; $525 \pm 25\text{-}{nm}$ filter set). Higher intensity spots, as shown in the top microscopy image of node 2 \[[Fig. 3(k)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\], can be found near the edge of the sample because of stronger autofluorescence of collagen (420- to 510-nm emission),[@r31] which makes up the fibrous capsule surrounding the node.

![Porcine lymph nodes implanted with GFP-labeled human breast cancer cell (MDA-MB-231) spheroids. Columns from left to right: (a), (h) false-colored fluorescence overlaid onto transmittance images from a single tomographic view (scale bar 1 mm); (b), (e), (i), (l) angle-restricted fluorescence OPT FBP reconstructed virtual sections at the height of detected cells indicated by yellow and red dashed lines (scale bar 1 mm); (c), (f), (j), (m) Pearl images (fluorescence overlaid on to white light) of lymph node sections sliced at the same heights (scale bar 1 mm); (d), (g), (k), (n) fluorescent microscope images of the regions outlined in dashed boxes (scale bar $200\text{  }\mu m$). Top and bottom rows for each node correspond to top (yellow dashed lines) and bottom (red dashed lines) detected micrometastases, respectively.](JBO-024-110501-g003){#f3}

In this letter, preliminary results that support the development of a low-cost angular-domain imaging system to enhance the sensitivity of SLNB pathology were presented. Through porcine lymph node metastases models, simulation-predicted levels of detectability and localization of the smallest clinically relevant metastases were recapitulated using simple angular restriction and FBP reconstruction techniques. Ultimately, this demonstrates the potential for such a system and protocol to outperform conventional pathology by providing 3-D maps of cancer cell spread, which can eliminate blind gross-sectioning and in turn reduce the high rate of false negatives in breast cancer diagnosis. Future steps will include the use of task-based evaluation metrics to compare performance of the developed angular restriction fluorescence OPT system to current standard methods; the investigation of iterative reconstruction techniques for improved image quality; and implementation of a paired-agent staining protocol to further enhance cell detection. In addition, intermediate degrees of angular restriction, increased light source powers (a 2-order-of-magnitude increase from this work will remain below the ANSI safety limit), and noncoherent light sources will be evaluated in future to minimize imaging times, while maintaining an adequate level of signal-to-noise for accurately carrying-out the desired task of the system (e.g., micrometastasis localization).
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